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1.  QUESTION
While it is known that tooth enamel is 
strengthened by fluoride, what other 

factors affect tooth strength?

2.  EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 
Tooth treatment followed by tests of strength

3.  RESULTS
In her Honors College thesis, Karissa Renyer studied 

fluoride uptake.  She found that pH 6 is optimal for 
fluoride uptake into tooth mineral.  Ten different

municipal water sources showed remarkably similar 
fluoridation potentials (graph to the right). We are now 
examining other possible tooth strengthening factors 
including protein factors in the water and in the teeth, 
with the goal of understanding biomineral versatility, 

improving health, and brightening smiles.

Karissa Renyer 
D.M.D. Candidate, Class of 2024
OHSU School of Dentistry

“Hard” Protein Chemistry

Current OSU undergraduate students on the project include:  Bereket 
Berhanu, Alyssa Abonitalla, Nazrawit Berhe, and Abigiya Bekele





Rick Colwell
Weniger 519

541-737-5220
rick.colwell@oregonstate.edu

Research skills you’ll learn
Lab and field experience
- Sampling 
- DNA extraction and sequencing
- Characterization of microbial 

communities
- Bioinformatic (computational) analysis
- Data synthesis

General scientific practice
- Oral/poster presentations
- Technical writing (thesis, technical 

papers)
- Teamwork
- Outreach

Research
Our Geomicrobiology Lab investigates microbes in earth 
and ocean systems (diversity, abundance, and function). 
Opportunity: Thiamine deficiency complex (TDC) leads to 
high mortality in early life stages of salmonids. Causes of 
TDC are hard to pin down. What is the relationship 
between thiamine deficiency in fish and microbial 
communities?

Randall Benton/Alamy

USGS

DP Wilson

Thiamine?
Which microbes?
What season?
Habitat conditions?

mailto:rick.colwell@coas.oregonstate.edu


Endangered species management

Dr. Jim Rivers - Animal ecology and conservation

Conservation of native bees

http://people.forestry.oregonstate.edu/jim-rivers/jim.rivers@oregonstate.edu

Avian behavioral ecology



Roy Haggerty
roy.haggerty@oregonstate.edu

Dean of Science

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

Building leaders in science.

Does snow control streamflow in 
the Willamette Basin?



Most people, including most 
hydrologists, think that snow is the 
most important source of water for 
summer streamflow in the 
Willamette Basin.  

I hypothesize this is not true – that the 
most important source of water for 
summer streamflow is spring rain.

Diagram at left shows results from all 
85 stream gauges in the basin. If snow 
is correlated to summer streamflow, a 
dot is shown (only about 20). Size of 
dot = flow. Blue/brown is low 
correlation. Red/black is high 
correlation. Dot not shown = no 
correlation. 

Help me test this hypothesis.

Background needed:
- Any major in Science; Experience 
coding in Python; Lots of curiosity
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Ecosystem Ecology in a Changing Ocean

Francis Chan
Integrative Biology

Are we facing a “hot, sour, and breathless 
ocean?” What are the consequences and 
what can we do about it?

Let’s find answers together



Metal-organic Frameworks (MOFs)

Materials Discovery Laboratory (MaD Lab)

Applications

Prof. Kyriakos C. Stylianou, Department of Chemistry, Oregon State University

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=xwc6LfG8QgpPnM&tbnid=me64BT_1KeU2-M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.chm.tu-dresden.de/ac1/materials_center/modelle_engl.shtml&ei=64AoUuTsCITKswag1oHACg&bvm=bv.51773540,d.cWc&psig=AFQjCNEFD0SMoFeWPGJy7UpnLEH3AD1fgw&ust=1378472550328961
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Maca Franco, Ph.D.
(She, her, hers)

Biochemistry and Biophysics  
maria.franco@oregonstate.edu 

ALS 2103 / (541) 737-4997

Translational Research
Drugs that specifically target  

the nitrated form of the protein
• Surface Plasmon resonance

• In vitro functional assays
• Drug screenings
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Structural Biology

Protein gain-of-function
How does nitration affects protein  

structure to induce a gain-of-function?
• Analytical ultracentrifugation

• Negative stain
• Cryo-EM

Role of Oxidants in  
Tumor Development  

and Growth
Peroxynitrite &  

Tyrosine nitrationCell and Molecular Biology
Role of Nitration in tumor growth

• Relevant nitrated proteins
• Cell metabolism

• Signaling pathways
• Mechanism of action

• OMICS
In vitro and

in vivo models

mailto:maria.franco@oregonstate.edu


A microbiological and viral view of the causes  
and consequences of coral reef decline

Rebecca Vega Thurber Lab

In our lab

What hurts and  
helps the corals

Tracking coral  
health and  
resilience

Characterizing the  
bacteria and viruses



Stephen Giovannoni, Department 
of Microbiology

Dedicated to Lynn Margulis, 1938-2011 

Microbial Evolution in Ocean Deserts: How do microorganisms adapt 
to nutrient loss in warming seas?

Global warming is causing ocean gyres to expand, increasing habitat for 
some of the simplest and most successful microorganisms known. These 
organisms are different – they have undergone extreme transitions in their 

genomes and cell architecture that enable them to efficiently use the 
diminished nutrients in ocean gyres, which are sometimes called ocean 

deserts because of their high water clariity and low productivity 

We’re trying to understand how many different cell types underwent similar 
changes when they expanded their ranges to ocean gyres.  It was once 

thought this process, called genome streamlining,  was caused by the loss 
of genes for repairing mutations.  Now we know that is not true.  

We want undergraduate students interested in computational science and 
microbiology to help us study these cells and to understand their unique evolution



How d o e s me t a l l i c i t y i n f l u e n c e t h e t yp e s a n d
d i s t r i b u t i o n o f   e x t r a s o l a r
p l a n e t s t h a t form?

We have now discovered 4390 planets in 3313 planetary systems:
Preliminary research (diagrams to the right) shows that these planets
fall into three "groups" based on their mass and distance from their
parent star.

Questions:
1. What is the statistical likelihood of these groupings? Cluster analysis.

2 . D o the planets in these groups have different metallicities? D o their  
parent stars? D o  newer generations of stars produce more metal rich  
planets, and will this affect the types of planets that form in the future?

3.Is there evidence for two different types of gas giants, one that form  
more metal rich and one metal poor? D o planets in binary stars tend to  
belong to one group versus the other?

Dr. Rebecka Tumblin - Phys i cs

Help me explore these questions using data analysis and data  
mining!
Background needed: Any science major with experience coding in
python; the ability to fail at something and keep trying; an infectious
enthusiasm for scientific inquiry; unbridled curiosity. Planets in Binary stars are highlighted  

in blue and hot Jupiter's in red.



Metastable semiconductors: TiO2
Important photocatalyst, 
pigment, and electrode
Some versions aren’t 
“stable” but have better 
properties!
How do metastable 
versions form?

Janet Tate, Department of Physics, College of Science, OSU (Janet.Tate@oregonstate.edu)



Project:
How fast do crystals grow?

When amorphous films crystallize …
• what determines how fast they grow? 
• can we model the growth and make sense 
of the model parameters?

You need 
• some curiosity about materials
• to know a bit about image-processing 
software or be willing to learn quickly
• to be detail-oriented and organized
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Janet Tate, Department of Physics, College of Science, OSU (Janet.Tate@oregonstate.edu)



MARILYN RAMPERSAD
MACKIEWICZ
MARILYN.MACKIEWICZ@OREGONSTATE.EDU

Department of Chemistry 
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Can we use tiny pieces of gold to visualize therapeutic stem cells in the eye?

Cell transplantation is a promising therapy for degenerative retinal diseases and is currently being investigated in multiple clinical 
trials to treat Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD), which affects over 196 million people worldwide. In rodent model's cell 
transplantation has been shown to rescue rod and cone photoreceptors and preserve eyesight. Characterization of cell-based 
therapies relies on specific information regarding cell survival, migration, and integration in the host that is primarily derived from 
post-mortem histological assessments. However, the serial nature of this method requires large numbers of animals for these studies 
at multiple time points since there is currently no method for evaluating efficacious cell-based therapies longitudinally 
in vivo. Consequently, there is a critical need for the development of technology that would enable us to understand the consequence 
of transplanting cells into the eye to visually track transplanted cells survival and migration in vivo. 

We hypothesize we can use tiny pieces of gold to visually track therapeutic cells in vivo?
Help us test this hypothesis by joining our research group and publishing our results. To learn more, check out the 
MackLab
Background needed: any science major who want to learn how to do materials synthesis, work with a diverse and 
awesome team, and who want to engage their curiosity. 

http://sites.science.oregonstate.edu/%7Emackiewm/


2021 Thesis Poster Fair 
Winner in Science



2021 Thesis Poster Fair 
Honorable Mention in Science











































Sign up at https://symposium.foragerone.com/ to see more 
posters from the 2021 Honors College Thesis Poster Fair

symposium.foragerone.com/hc-thesis-research-poster-fair-2021
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